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Efficiency is explained by a number of definitions. 

Jablonský J. (2004) defines efficiency as the ratio of 

desired outputs, which produces review unit, and input 

that in this production consumes. 

Each unit is thus characterized by a set of input and 

output of numerical characteristics. The term production 

unit case can generally understand that forms an output 

whose production consumes some inputs. It is a 

homogeneous unit, performing the same or similar 
activity. 
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Evidence of operating costs must be kept to an individual 

vehicle. This means that each cost item recorded in the 

accounts must include the identification of the vehicle 

(registration plate or vehicle code).  

If the cost item binds to multiple vehicles or concerns 

Corporate Governance (ie., That is not related to any specific 

vehicle), to include the so-called overheads. Total expenses 
were then divided on individual vehicles. 
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total material 

fuel  other material 

personal expenses 

depreciation, lease payments 

Repair and maintenance 

other direct costs 

road tax  tolls 

accident insurance insurance of 

responsibility… 

fare  other costs 
overhead costs 
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A … effective 
B … effective 
C … effective 
D … inefficient, peer units B and 
C, D virtual unit '(hypothetical) 
E … inefficient, peer unit C, a 
virtual unit C (fair) 
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vozidlo
označení 

jednotky

pořizovací 

cena       

[Kč]

spotřeba PH 

na 100 km            

[l]

náklady na 1. 

servisní 

kontrolu           

[Kč]

náklady na 2. 

servisní 

kontrolu         

[Kč]

ložná 

plocha 

[m
3
]

maximální roční 

přepravní kapacita 

[m
3
]

počet km do 

servisní 

údržby      

[km]

IVECO U1 2560000 35 12 200 20 000 86 25800 5000

MAN U2 1982000 27 12 700 18 000 52 15600 4000

SCANIA U3 2658000 37 14 500 20 000 86 25800 7000

VOLVO U4 3175000 33 16 000 21 000 78 23400 7000

DAF U5 2784000 38 13 500 18 000 90 27000 5000

Renault U6 2430000 35 13 000 19 500 76 22800 4000

výstupyvstupy

Inputs 

Number of staff 

direct personnel costs 

direct costs per unit (fuel, ND) 

overhead costs (training, accounting 

depreciation, 

number of vehicles 

Outputs 

mileage 

number of shipments 

duration of transport, 

weight of transported material, 

number of vehicles 
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When determining the strategy for the implementation of the 

order, the aim should be to minimize the sum of the cost of 

holding inventory and ordering costs delight called. Model 

economic order quantity (Economic Order Quantity, EOQ) is a 

concept which determines the optimal order quantities based 

on the ordering costs and maintenance supplies . The optimal 

order quantity occurs when ordering incremental cost is the 

incremental cost of maintaining inventory. 
EOQ can be determined using the following equation. 

CV

PD
EOQ

2
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Evaluation of effectiveness of the operation in terms AČR  
approaches correspond with civilian organizations. 

Many management decisions are not in accordance with the 
principles of effective management of the limited resources. 

Sophisticated systems provide relevant information for 
target-oriented analysis with consequent positive impact on 
operational efficiency. It is necessary to move beyond merely 
watching overconsumption traditional approach and adopt 
modern methods. 

In the case of detection of aggressive driving or speeding is 
an important contribution to the prevention of accidents 
caused. 


